Inside and Out
Maths; Statistics

English

R.E; Christianity
What do different people
believe about God?
The children will discuss
and describe some of the
ways in which Christians,
Hindus and Muslims
describe God.

DT; Mechanical
Posters
The children will develop
their understanding of
mechanical systems by
investigating different
types of lever and linkage
mechanisms. They will
learn how to create a
poster with moving parts
to advertise The Iron
Man.

• To enjoy a story and discuss its meanings
• To explore narrative plot, settings, characters
and draw inferences to aid understanding
• To broaden understanding of writers' use of
language and build a varied vocabulary
• To draft and write recounts by organising
paragraphs around a theme
• To write newspaper reports based on the
narrative

Humanities; The UK
In this unit, children will take
a look at the geography of
the UK – from the physical
features of mountains, rivers
and seas to the manmade
administrative regions and
counties. They will find out
how the UK has changed
over time, looking at how
London grew and how the
population of the UK as a
whole has changed
throughout the course of
history

The children will read and interpret
information from pictograms, make
comparisons and ask questions about data.
They will draw bar charts from information
given in pictograms and tables and interpret
information from bar charts.
The children will read and interpret bar
charts with scales of 1, 2, 5 and 10, so they
can decide which scale will be the most
appropriate when drawing their own bar
charts.

Science; Animals
Including Humans
This unit teaches the
importance of the right type
and amount of nutrition as
well as the functions of
skeletons and muscles.
The children will be able to
name the different types of
skeletons and identify the
main bones in the body.
They will explore how pairs
of muscles work together to
enable movement.

Create a moving
Iron Man poster!

Learning Skill:
‘Knowing Me, Knowing You’

